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I. The struggle aga.inst capitalist domination, which, in its various
modern froms occurs in every country in the world, e:ichibits new tendenoies,
which are in complete contrast with what occurea: before the beginning
of t~e 20th century •

..

2. The common and essential featn~e of these tendencies, is the way in
which those who struggle managé the,~totality of their affairs by themselves·in all circumstances of their lives, in the field of action as
well as thought.

3. · The signs of what could be a radical transforn:a.tion of social relationships are to be seen in the upheavals of capitalism itself in its
crises and its attempts to adapt itself. These signs can erupt in.isolated explosions rapidly destroyed by the dominant interests or they can be
traced through their slow progress and more or less stemmed by reforma.

4.

The affects 9f what has been stated above can be found more or less
in all areas of human-activity, in all countries, at the level of individuals as well as at the level of all the organisations in which they
are involved. The struggle at the very place of the exploitation of inan
by capital - the industrial or commercial enterprise - remains essential;
but the expression of the new tendency can be found in all areas of life
and·takes similar forma. Social conflicts are spreading to all sectors
of social life showing that autonomy is not to' be limited but will conguer
in all things.

5. The abolition of alienated work and by implication, the.abolition of
all domination of man over man, will transform the entire range of social
relationships. If this is true, i_t is just as true that the struggle in
all areas of life transforma the whole of social relationships at the •
very . 'moment that the struggle i tself is taking pl.ace ,
6 •. These tendencies towards autonomy and the original forma, be they
open or diffuse, that they take; come up aga.inst all the structu,re·EJ of
the c.apitalist. world: the State; political parties, trade-unions, trad-~
i tional left-wing · groups, and agaiMft the en tire system of ideas and·
valu.es of exploitative society, ... The net result is a permanent conflict
.
as much for the individ~l as for the social group to whicp he.belongs.
From these conflicts we can draw thè.conclusion·that the various expressions of the New Movement·are in opposition to a:l forins of.elitism and·
vanguardism. They reflect a tendency to ~estroy all hierarchies à.nd

- 2 establish new forms of relationships between individuals
of struggle, and between these organisations themselves.

and organisations

7. The new struggles and tendencies are linked to certain struggles and
tendencies in the past. For example, we have seen the appearance of workers' councils or analogous institutions in all periods in whioh social
conflicts have tended to threaten the very foundations of the system.
Knowledge, studies and reflection on these events are a feature of our
knowledge of the present. But we must beware of thinking that the collection of information about former struggles and the analysis of and theorising from this information 'r7ill provide blueprints f6r'future ao~ivity.•
What arises out of a struggle is adapted to the necessity of that struggle and for that reason cannot serve as the objective for other struggles
or the criterion for judging what will corne out of other struggles.
8. The elements of a new world tend to reveal themselves continually
from the very functioning of the capitalist system. These elements are
the product of the system's functioning and necessary toits functioning
at the same time; for example the modern capitalist company needs individual and collective initiative at grss roots level to function.
But
the forms in which the New Movement is revealed can only be transi.tory,
ephemeral and stamped by the society in which they have developed. Examples of such forms are the blocking of vast unities of production by
spontaneous movements in one industrial sector, non-passive strikes,
resista.nce to work itself, the women1s movement, local community action,
etc. It is important to emphasise the existence of these elements and
to L.nalyse their development and forms, but it is futile to glorify
every example of autonomous activity as the imminent advent of the revolution. It is just as futile to criticize such examples systematically
under the pretext that their isolation leads them in the end to contribute to reinforcing the system. The traditional left who either see in
every strike the revolution or denounce every strike as reforrnist has
been replaced by more subtle groups who propose tactical forms of struggle supposedly more radical.

9. Whether they have been glorified or denigrated, autonomous actions
have only rarely been considered as the first symptoms of a New Movement whose organisation can only appear and develop out of struggle itself. In practice the attempts to analyse these autonomous actions try
to explain their failure either by their lack of organisation, or by the
non-existence of a revolutionary party, or by a lack of consciousne8s,
ideological backwardness, etc. In fact all the above criticisos refer
to old schemas of the traditional left who judge what happens according
to·criteria defined by a revolutionary elite. This elite supposes that
when the time cornes it will have to play a central role in the revolution
using various means. In the workers' revolution, this elite would have
to announce crises and map out the road to liberation, just as the
bourgeoisie did in its own time. The revolution is thus conceived as a
unique event in which the revolutionary finds himself in possession of a
magical power enabling him to effect a total and brutal transformation
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re-lationships,;
:rrorœ the moment.a suffic;ently
. viç,lent foroè
would be, a:ble to .. break an isolated link im ·"~he · chadn of . wor1d cap.ita:list dominatio~ all. wo~c1;_acoo::J.i.ngto this elite, . topple ovez- into 'a communâab society.
of

10. The New Movementopposes i-tself to whc.t we co.11 the Old Movement. This Old
Movementrefera to the plans anâ situations
of the historie
perd.od.beginning .
a.round the opening of the nineteenth ·century and ·conti.nuing until th~ .outbneak
of the 1914 wc.ro Before the First Wor1-a War we·· could. consider tha.t the values .. ·
and ideo.s of this period had some vnlidityo What coul.d have seemed to bé. revolutionary nt~ that moment, in 'che social democratic and bolshevik par-tâe s or in
1mion organisâtions,
was only a revolution
in the ~
of capitalism (i.ea
.
pâanned bureaucratie
. capi taJ.ism instead of liberal
co.pi·talism) • This left the ·
domino.ticinof' capâ talism and the exploi to:cion of' work completely intact.
11. Sincé ·the ·First World Wa~J t.~~ 02:'I. Mc~.·e'!'.~~t has increasingly
become Lnadequabe ·
to ·the· situation
resulting
from the renewal of co.pitalism, which emerged. From its
first
signs, the New Movementcame up against net onây the old forma of' capi talis:t':
dominatio~ but ~so against thP. various f'orms of the Old Movement, even if' at the
saine time these f'orms could still
conta.in revolutionary
illusions;
:for instance
the . con:f'lîct between the Bolsheviks and the f'aet'?ry ,,ommi
ttees in 1917, in Rused.a,
and their epilogue at Kronat adf can be· seen as a· clash between the flq. and the
··
New Movement.The New Movementnot only questions the existence of .what · we can
· ·
encompass in the term vanguard (parties,
g;.:.•oups etc) but aJ.so the ver-y conception··
of the revolutiono To the extent · - . n.t the Olà Movementis the present or potential
,
holder of capitlllist
power, :.t has to engage in a struggle to the -deabh -with all ·
manifestations
of the New Movement,-whether by "Violent de at ructdon or total absorp- ·
tion. ·'
·
12. One essential
cho.racteri'Stic
of the New Mo,rementis at the present time
the attitude
of those who struggle and who no longer ... -:st demandthings f'rom
peopâ,e, groupa and inst.i tutions whd.chare outsid.é them e o g. from. their parents
in the f'o.mily; from their husband in mct?Tiage, from the teacher . in school or,
university,_from
the boss in the factory,
from the union in conf'licts,
from
parties D.nd groupa in the organisation
of' actions or t~e provision of' theories;· ·
etc. The form cf struegle te~ds ~ery often to be th~ very doing or taking of the
thirig demanded, The new tendency is towards peopIe ··aointfwho.t they want by them..: ~
selves· and for the.msehres, towards ta.king ana. à.oing Lns'tead of asking and waiting.
··.: (~

13. The most vi::d.ble demonstration of this tendehcy occur-s in the new .forms of
class struggl°e, and the wiùening of' clas[I confllcte
to câ.ashes between the dominato-·
rs ·and domino.ted in nll structures
of' soc.l.ety, Ther;e_· confronj;ations
illustrate
the split between ·all fhose who c Laâm to act for the worker-s whatever- their'
motivation and ·the actions of the exploited themsf,lves., The attempts àt rejeoting
tro.de um.o'ns/'the underground organisation
of conr"l5.c-ts, the attempts to make
horizontal links between those in strugg:Le, nne new attitudes
of. students, :w.omen,·
homose.xuals and so on, -the.,attitud3 of worker-s towa:."dswork, · all ·the se .reflect ·
the desire· of those concerned to .manage their stru3g.lc. !..'ll: ,ihems.elves and ~
themselves.
·
·
·
1.4., One of" the' constant

f'eaburea of the Old Movementwas that

i t a p·racti tic.mers

.!
1
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- 4 considered themaelves as~ w.orkers' movement, and had made of the history of
their organisations the history of the labour movement. But the New Movement ...
develops its own histc,ry which is nothing more than the activity of the ·workers.
themselves, masked until now by those who wrote and mndé 'nisto1;,' out of their
'Revolutionary' activity.

rwn

15. The Old Movement will only acknowledge the different manifestations of the
New Movement in order to subject them toits own politicn.1 objectives. In general
it condemns such manifestations without pardon under different labels such as
!'reformist11, "Lackâng in cons.ciousness", "hippy", etc. But the New Movement is
so str~ng thut it forces those who adhere to the Old Movement to perform a series of
acrobaties in order to maintain themselves, ns well,as possible, in.their self:...
appointed role or in the role which is assigned to them. For this reason changes
or conf'licts within parties or unions, and the present splits in different parties
and groups, can often be explained by attempts to adapt fundamental positions to
the new character of movements of struggle, bending these movements to serve th~ir
own interests.

16. There are some who tirelessly repent the same old ideas or slogans às if the
capitalist world had not changed profoundly during the last one hundred and tifty
years. But others have tried to adapt.
One can thus witness two currents of opinion:
.
a)There are those who place an absolute value on certain pa.rticular struggles.
This gives rise to a whole flock of theories privileging the youth revolt, womens.
lib, ,.student power, the drop-out movement, etc. Sorne consider the refusal to work
and 'the physical destruction of the workplace to be the only sign heraldirig the
de st,ruction of capi talism; others want to re strict the notion of the working cLaas
o~y to the factory proletariat. Finally there are those who deny that a clàss
struggle still exists, seeing only individual victims of universal alienation.
b)On the other hand, there are those who reject all particularism and retain an
attempt to give a total explanation. In doing so, they modernise language and theory,
more or less ~ntegrating the evolution of capitalism and the class struggle, but
at the same time rejecting the essential characteristics of the New Movement,
namely autonomy, without exception, in nll the fields of activity anà struggle.
~7. Such attempts are not always insigni:f'icant, for they often help to elucidate the
aense of new manifestations of autonomy and underline the ambiguities and limits of
fl.Utonomy within capitalist society. But the importance of such theories, ideas or
group.aotivities as those referred to above is often exaggerated beyond mensure
through passionate debates, limited to the revolutionary vanguardist ghetto.
Be sd.des , these debates themselves and the ideas which corne out of t_hem are recuperabed., -.like all which develops in capitalist society, by the ruling class itself,
whàtever the originators of such debates might think. The vanguard.:i.sts themselves
end up.as the melting pot wherein .an ideology is elaborated which is appropriated
~n the end by the established .structures cf the Old Ivlovement.
t8. In conf'licts the intervention of this modernised vanguard leads to the above
situation. The vanguardists claim that they bring a great deal to the struggle in
all areas. But what actually happens is entirely different from what they think.
Sometimes; those thàt they would like to make the instruments of their political
aims turn the situation against them, and transform the 'goodwill' of such vanguards
into the Lnatrument s of ·their own struggle ...Sometimes, on the other hand , and more
of'ten, such intervention only succeecls in holding back the autonomous development

- 5 o.t' the struggl.e. Here also, the political
parties and trade unions which they olaim
to surpas a, use this int·ervention to channel and suppress the very autonomy to.- _
whioh the .int·e.rveners seemed to contribute. originally.
· ··
' •. ,
19. At the level of action and theory, vanguard.ist groups , whatèvèr the_· disagreements amongst them, even if' they are at daggers .drawn,. ~l have one essential
feature in common:they refuse to those who struggle the possibilty.of
managing
by themselves and for. themselves the ent~re situation
in which they are involved.
(Such .situations
in:iply action, _organisatio_n, aims, tactics,
refle-ction and
perspectives) .. If pushed , the groups r-ecogni.se that those who are in a conflict
can decide their. own action and or.ganisation;
but they deny them the "oonscf.ouaness "ot: their struggle,
and, a .fortior:i·;: .. t_he theory and p_erspectives o.t, the
struggle. Doing-this, they give priori_ty _,t.o certain .forma of thought concernâng ,0 "''
action itself.
In this way, theS'e specialists
in politièal
theorising bejqome
·
again.the superiors of those for whom a~tion and thoug~t are inseperable •..
Sueh iI).separability
is natural to each ~~yidual
in the process _of ~t~ggle
against· soo-ial domination atrthe very heài-t .of the .social colleqt:i,vity ;n "which
he.is involvea. In numerous groups, the autonomy o.f action is'~cceptabl~
only i.f.
it leada to a·pattern
of events which
defineà in advanèe by experts as
'sooialis.t'
~ . or 'revolutionary'. .

is

20. The Néw Movementis not whàt aome, be they-rélatively"riumerous,

organised,
stru~turèd or coherent, can think of or build to liberate
otheI's.· The New
. ' ..
Movementis what each and all create by themselves in. their struggle, fo.r thèir ... :..
struggl.e, :i..n their own interests.
The surpassirig of particularisms,
the unifioation
of demançlsand their transcendance in more general·and fùndamental problems, the
perspeotives· of the struggl.e, all of these can only be, at any given moment, the
produot of the struggl.e itself.
Trade unions· spea.k often of unity, the traçiitional
left of popular fronts,
of committees, etc; but for example," in every strike
whez:e autonomy of action expresse~ itself
noone spe~s any longer of such
things, for the struggl.e is the· expression ·of· all- the workers in action.
• ~.:.?
. : , .• i"'i_ ." :.

21.~'Xhe ·a.ppeàrarice of the airtonomousmovementhas led to the evolution· of the ·, ·:c,.·:
concept; of· the party. In foriner time s, the Party, as a ' Leadez-shâp". saw i t self · .· :
as the revdlut;i.oriàrj- vanguard, identifying
itself
with the pI'oletariat.
It · . ·. ·· ,.
saw itseif
Eis a 'cèmscious fraction' of the proletariat,
whcf had to play a
det~~ning
role in the raising· of 'ciass consciousness',
the ··high level of·
whi.ol:i woul.dbe t}le esserrtâ.al, sign of the f'ormation of· the p·roleta.riat as a
ci'a~~- The'. modern 'heirs. of the Party ar~ well aware of ·the '-diffiou!Lty of main-·
taining such a position·; so · they entrust the party
·the group with the very
precise.mission
of ma.king good what they consider to ~e any deficiences
in
worki~g class activityo
This gives _rise to gr~ups specialised
in intervention,
lia.sien,
exempla.ry_a·ction, theoretical
explanati~n,
etc. But ·even these "groups '," :·
can no longer exèr-cdse the hiei•a.réhioal funotion df specialists
in the gener'aâ
.·
m,oyementof struggl.e.. The New Movenient, that of ·,fo'rkers and obher-s in struggle, · ,.
éonaâder-s all the~e. elements, the 03:d groups like the new, to be of exactly . ·.
equal importance as their owri actions.
They take what they can bor-rowfrom tho'se
who corne to them and rejectwhat does not suit them. Theory and practice
appear- - J
now to bé no more than one· and the same··element in the revolutionary
prooess
-neither can precede- or dominate the1iother. No one political
group has ·thus an· .. ·
essential
role to play.

or

A

- 6- 22. The reV'olution is .a process. What we have been able to indicate are the
first manifèstations of this process in all the fie°ld~ of social activity. Noone , .,,
can say how long this process will take, its rhythm and the forms in which it ··:· · ·
will progress. Its manifestations will inevitably be violent for no dominant
class will allow itself to be dispossessed without resisting with the utmost of
its fèrceo But this battle will not be a pitched one ~nding in the collapse
of c§l.pi talism and the setting up of 'revolutionary structures'. A whole series
of everi.ts, of which we can predict nei ther the place, the domain, or the form,, .
could affect all social structures in all parts of the world, surprising
everyone r.~: ·!.:;~t' i:...s :-.;uclT by their suddenne s s as by their oharacter. Noone
evant will co:ristitute the brutal and general rupture expected. · Noone could ·c1aim
toiay that the Russian Revolution, the Spanish Revolution, the insurrections
in the Eastern bloc (Hungary, Poland,etc) or May 168 in, France were ~
Revolution. Nevertheless, eaoh of these events has deeply influenced the evolution
of oapitalism 'and the ·revolutionary prooess. If one looks at the world today, one
oan aee that the revolution, in the Jacobin ae~se, is becoming progressively
outdàted, but that the revolutionary process itself is becoming more.and more
powerful.
23. The idea of the revolution as a single event·continues to haunt not only.
the old Marxist or Anarchist theories of the destruction or conquest of the ·
state. by a direct confrontation. It also haunts all the more or less modernisecl
substitutes of these theories. The Old Movement displays endless treasures of
ingenuity and makes unmeasureable efforts in its attempts to recons~ruct the
·
adequqte orgarp.sation, either with the help of old formulas (various Leninist or
neo-anarchist ones), or with new formulas ('drop-out' groups, various commit-l;ees,
communes, etc.) or by promoting a new form of elitism in the name of theoretical
or.practioal 'exigency'.

24. At the same.time, organisations assuming particular tasks develop according
to the struggl.e or to ciroumstanoes. These organisations then break up and
reform themselves elsewhere. Very often they exhibit an ambiguous char'acbe'r
.
sinoe they are often animated by members of groupa which have not lost all their
vanguardism and tend. to supstitute themselves for those who struggle. But more and
more the existence of such organisations is linked closely to a particular
oonflict a.:nd they have to express the interestsof those who struggle, and
remain under the control of those who struggle. All attempts either to keep such
organisation alive after a conflict or to give them another direction, or t.o · join
them .to a political organisation end in f'ailure and very often lead to the deabh ·
of the original ?rganisations.
'
25. More and more, indiy-iduals fighting for their own interests tend to undertake
them.selves alJ,. the tasks which arise during the. course of the struggle (suoh as
oo-ordination·of.information, liasion, etc.). Th~the ex:tent that they do not
.
feel· strong enough.to undertake such tasks thelilselves they resort to qrganisations
which of'fer their services to them, such as union branches, leftists and various
other groupa. The interventions and liasions of trad,itional organisations
develop and are a breaij on autonomy, ~-at' ane and th$ 1antt'1tio&~·rrhé-y dev-i!l·~le
a•tono$,1, to the extent that they multiply openings and conta9ts,
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against the established:..l~gal structures. But they ~re a break en autonomy to
the ext·ent that they lead the struggle back into structures or ideological
currents (such as unions, parties, etc) and te the extent that they block, by
meams of an ideology referring to the past, an action, and.the imagination
accompanying that action_, whose sense is in the dire9tion of the future.

26. It thus seems thA.t a double confrèntat1on· exists. '.}:he rank-and-file is up
against, on the one hand capitalism and its struct~res, and on the other hand,
those who apparently are in conflict with thè established order, but who dream of
building new structures which would impose upon those who work the concep t s of a
'revolutionary elite'a And so, an enormous netwofk of horizont~l links is being
built up which takes different routes, is extremely mobile, has many forms, .
0
ephemeral as well as permanent, is powerful through the accumulation of good will,.
and which renews the material me ans available 'te i t wi th an undreamed of· energy •.. ·
An enormous melting-pot.of ideas and.theories is created, which lays bare without
concession the ieaknesses and·strengths of everyone: a whole-process.of selfeducation and self-organisation by and in· the struggle seems to have begun ,
and we c~~t. fore se_:: thec. f'orm and final end of this pr-oc e ss ,27. There are those who. believe j;hey·have disco\'.'ered in,this new bubbling over
of' forces ana· Ldeas th~ birth of: a newo movemerrt of revolutiomries, of a new
pa1ty. With theLhl)p of the new situation, they try .to rejuvenate the old theories
of organisation and parties, or theories concerning the direct action of minori t.ies.

28. The New Movement is however the very negation of such old theories. Sorne
evidence for this can be found in the absolute failure, in practical terms,
of all attempts to monopolise in a single organisation
all the strands of the
.
rejuvenated Old Movement and in the failure to englobe in a sing1e ideology
the innumerable forms of acti6n.and thought thrown·up, in .the struggle by
those involved. The temptation to try and group this disparate and Lr-recuper-abâe
'vanguard' in street demonstrations, cornes itself from ~pe thinking of·all
those who consider that they are d..ncl~ded within it. Such demonstrations show
atone and the same time the strengths and the weaknesses of the 'revolutionary
elite',They ar8 strong because, in terms of traditional parties, they appear.
to be numerous and can play a not altogether negligib~e role in certain
conflicts. They are weak·because of their very elitism, and because of the
belief in their own strength,, ·which allows all sorts of manipulations by such
leftist groups and the il;Lusi.on th_at they can substi tute :themselves for the
self-activity of ·the expioited. Behind all these theories and actions we Tind ·
again the Ldea that one . can make the revolution for others.
"\

29. We have already emphasized that the new forms of struggle ·which bear
witness to the existence ofi the New Movement are transitory forms, moulded by
the very circumstances of a struggle at a given moment, and that in the attempts
to disarm thosc who at ruggl.e and to. over-come the crises which opened up such
struggles, capitalism tries to use and profit from wha t the· practice of strue;gle
has thrown up, for its own.ends. We find this happening inevitably in the most
'dynamic' sections of the. structures of domination, those structures which
regiment the exploited: 'progressive' .companâ.es , unions, parties, etc. Self-.·.
management set up "by a decree of State power ( whatever State) is only one . · ·
.
. (')
. .
. ·.

' '.
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- 8 attempt among others to adapt the structures
of capitalist
domtnation. ~ut
like all such adap"'l,;i;i.tfo~:3. th-.:iy only manage to create nèw··rorms· of': ·struggle, .·
and to develop new stI'l.lggles for emancâpatdon, All tho'sè who confuse true autono.my
of struggl~ · with Ïts . z-e cuper-atd.on (never complete) wanf to deny the dialectic
of.
the p roce s s of ~strugg],.E).They want 10 impose their •·theor.et'ical science' upon
.:
the working c l asa .under- the p_retext of .warning them tci àvo i.d fà.1.lir.g into the: t?;!ap
of self~màriagement, etc. In ·reality,
those ·who struggle know better than most
of the idenlogists
"f the new groups how to distinguish,
in their pr-actd.ce,
between autonomy dictated py thei·r own interests
·and attempts to Lrrbe gz-abe
them dictated by ·the Lntier-eat s of capi ta1·.
.
.
. .

••

Ln cc_-nfliots· does sharp justice
to all Ôlaims of' ··1éftist.
groups: one· of thè · characteristics
of the New Movement, the movement of the.
exploited themselves, is te lessen the_ claim1;1 of--'min('lrites'
or 'revolutionary
elites'.to·bë
this New Movement and to redt1-ce them to the role that those wh"
str.uggle assign to them. The existence and·the rôle of a"revolutil"'nary
group
is .thus radically
transformed.
'.j.'he claim of such a group to universality·is.
reduced to an element of an experience amongat -others. All th,~orisation is but
a par-b of a whole; and under-stood as suoh, iVioreover' th·e ·t"ransfcirmation of .
atti tude.s towards the· tradi tional values of capi talism and the institutions
bound up with them is at leàst as important as the struggle itself,
.and is
linked closely to its evolution_. This transformation
i-s· an· important. part of.·..
the revolutionafy ·pr9c~ss;·
··
.· · . .
·
· ·

30. What happens

....

,

.

A: ,t. !i

..31, • .' A·. critique baaed r-n·: the·· fac.ts concerne all aspects cf theory, .Lncâudâng
all·èoncepts
of crganisation.
The involvement we undertake l"'Urselves is above
all motivat ..d by our personal experience of social relationshi_ps_ in El.. capitalist
world. This expe_rience, the .reflection
of its consequence s and the conclusions
we draw from -this ar-e never more than a particularised
aspect of life,
in a
world which ·1s· so vas t and cont ad.ns suoh unknown depths of inter-:relationship
and which is in constant transformation;
noone can olaim to possess a t~th
other than his own, ·which.he placc,s at the same·level as ·all other truths.

•

32. Even:<whenpeople get.together
with cthers to-think 'things out pr have some
joint activity,
e'ach individµal acts in·the first
place only for himself. The
reflection
and aotd.on of a group have no more value than thr,se of any other : • '
similar group, Whatever ':tasks' a group may set itself',
whatever the level of
generalisation
of i t ·interve.ntion,
or thought may be, there is no way in which it·.··
can conclude :from· i ts own existence that i t has 'a superior position .:to .any other · .:.
similar group , or t.o. the .cr-gariâ aatd.on of the movement of-_ struggle. i t~el:f ,. as it · ·
appears in the New M('lvèment.

33. Groups· and orga~isations have .always· existea in various :forms, making
various claims. Their multiplication
to-day is a positive factor and shows
precisoly
that each group -~evelops according te the partic~lar
èircUII1stances.
cf those who form it. This entire text has had the aim of defining wtat .mtght be.
thd general orientation
forthe work of such a group, which could be inade more
precise relative to the New Mcvement as i t has been ·outlined _above•. T~e ver-y
conception· of. the New ·iwovement, as wo . have approached i t in tnis ~ext, will ·
become :tr.ansformed "as th~ evolution of the revclutiona.ry process continues.
The New·M.ovemen:t is not an immutable absclute but a ·praotice in· constant change ,
o:f which we cannot f'orë eèe the fµ.:ture.
·
· ·
·
·
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C01~SCJOUS CHEJ\IJ01~ 1
·Henri Simonis 'Nouveau Mouvement' was first publish~d in 1974.
This is a translation checked and agreed by the author. It is an interesting and provocative text, and we strongly urge all our readers and
supporters to get it, to distribute it, to study it, to argue aboutit.
With many of its propositions we would find little to disagree.
Long before 1974 both I.C.O. (Informations, Correspondance Ouvrières,
the group with which H.S. was aesociated)
and Solidarity were
explicitly stating that the very functioning of modern capitalism was
forcing people - and would force them on an increasing scale - to break
with the established order on a very wide front: a 'new movement' was
developing around us, visible for anyone· with eyes to see. This new
movement was not only challenging the institutions of existing society
(nation states, parties, unions) but also its values, its priorities,
its modes of thought. Starting with a challenge to authority at the
point of production (in which area it partly echoed the age-old struggle
of working people against exploitation, but also introduced new elements
of critique), the new movement carried its challenge (either explicitly
or_implicitly) to every assumption of the dominant ideology, creating
thereby a d_eep-going crisis in the authority relations on which c Laaa
society was based.
Autonomy was certainly one of the cardinal features of this.new
moveme nt., People were beginning to break with the habit of asking
others to do things for them (the government, the TUC, the leadership
of _the Labour Party). They we~e starting to do things for themselves,
often discovering themselves in the pz-oce s s , Resolutionary poli tics
were falling into contempt. People who still tabted in terms of 'making
the left MPs fight' only covered themselves with ridicule. The process
is continuing, although old attitudes die hard~
We in Solidarity certainly felt part and parcel of what was
going on. In our involvement in the Direct Action wing o·f the anti-bomb
movement and in the struggles of the homeless we were doing things with
people, not for people. The new movement was not something external to
us. On the ëoiïtrary it was at the very center of our political existence and of our political preoccupations. This feeling of involvement
influenced the content of our paper, the themes we thought worthy of

\

.
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fuller discussion in our pamphlets, the. issues on which we would argue
heatedly both with others and among ourselves. We ev~n.sought to
explore its histor;ical. r-oo t s ; in ear,lier explo~ÎO~p ··cif'.self-activity.
As a logicai conae quanca of all this we fully endorse what seems
tous to be the main thesis of Henri Simon's text, namely that no one
has the right to aspire to becoming a leader merely because he thinks
he has a better understanding of events than other people.
But it is on this issue of palitïè~l· judgments and criticisms
that.our perpléxities also begin. One the one hand (section 30) Henr~
Simon stresses- that 'the transformation of attitudes towards the traditio~al values of capitalism and the institutions bound up wii;;h themis
at least as important as .the struggle i tself and is linked closely to
its evolution', and describes this transformation of attitudes as 'an
important part of the revolutionary process'. Wi th ·hoth of the se asee asments we ·would ~gree.
On the other hand H.S. ae ems har-d (section 9) on tho·se who dare
criticise the new movement bècause of its 1lack of consciousness' or
'ideological backwardness'~ Although we have never used ·these words, if
we are honest with ourselves we must include ourselves, at times, in
this category. The dominant ideology has very deep roots indeed (it
wouldn't be the dominant ideology if it hadn't). It sèems obvious tous
that if the new movement possessed the attribute of socialist consciousness iri high measure, the process of social change would be more advanced
than it is. We have repeatedly stressed that the.criais of modern
society was a criais of consciousness, nota crisis of leadership, and
see no reason to modify this assessment.
Simon also seems suspicious (section 19) of those who 'give priority to certain forms of thought concerning action itself'.
Two interpretations of these statements are possible.
The first is that H.S. is here merely attacking the practice· of.
traditional or.ganisations which, because of their belief in their exclusive possession of truth, feel entitled to castrate or at least manipulate all· struggles which express different aspirations or use different
methods from theirs. With this critique of the traditional left we
would fully agree.
B~t a.s. might alternatively be suggesting (and this is the seccnë .
possible interpretation of sections 9 and 19) that the mere possession
of a coheœen t ·system of ide as, of a frame of reference from which to make
critical commenta, of itself constitutes,some f9rm of elitism.
If we accepted this second interpretation the concept of elitism
would be completely trivialised. To think bèfore acting is not elitism.
It is what distinguishes man from most other species, and enables him
to dream of - and eventually to create - another kind of world. Nor is

,·
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it elitist to judge, to weigh things up, to evaluate, to compare and,
if necessary, to find certain forms of autonomy unacceptable. (When
millions of ordinary people voted for National Socialist candidates in
1933, or supported the two ~mpèrialist wars, should revolutionaries ~ave
refrainedfrom éonùnent, on the ground that such comment. implied 'denying'
people their auton~my?) To · us the term 'eli tist' has a very" specific '. .
meàning. It implies the· belief that without a revolutionary elite
ordinary people.are incapable of meaningful action, either in destroyï~g
existing society or' in building a new one. This belief is pa ten t Iy . ;-·:
absurd and deeply reactionary. We have . repeatedly stressed thàt it is
this vision whidh makes of p6litics a technique of manipulation. This·
leninist belief is moreover controverted by a whole historical experierice,
in which the masses in action have repeatedly revealed themselves more· ·
revolutionary than the most revolutionary of existing revolutionary
···~
groups.·

•

But the final criticism of the conception that there is something
essentially elitist in ideas would corne from the fact tnat it would. make
H.S.'.s pamphlet self-contradictory. Let us assume, in f'ac b , that this is
what H.S. means. Then his text·would assume the form of a coherent ·
attack on 'coherence', full ·of interesting ideas, despite the assumption,
that the mere formulation. of ideas i~, soinehow, 'vanguardist'. • Although
it would condemn tho:;;;e who·analyse events (in attempts to achieve an
overall view) it would do soin a:deèply analytical manner. In its
implicit emphasis on coherence and a_nalysîs, and whether H~S. likes it
or not, his text is in the· best tra.di tion of what !CO used to produce.
One of the func tions of a:. group like !CO wàs ,· after al],, 'to discuss
general problems.such asstate capita.;Lism, hierarchy, bureaucratic
management, war, z-acd.sm , soc La Li.sm , the abolition of the state and of
wage labour'. The group advocated 'the establishment of committees,
actively associa ting the grea test number of workers 1•
It defended -' non:..·
hierarchical demands and not those of'. par td.c u Lar- categories of workers 1 ·;
It e t ood .f2!: -1 anything tha t enlargëd the s t r-ugg Ie t and. against I anything
that tended to isolate it'.
··
One may agree or disagree with these views. One cannot pretend
however that they are not poli tical judgments, rriade from a certain viewpoint. The 'same applies to H.S. "s text on the New Movement. Whether
the author likes i t or not his text is a poli tic al statemen t. It will
1,,.
become a poli tic al rallying point, a stimulus to poli tic al differentiation···
(those who agree with it and those who don't), possibly even, for .a while,
the ideological gar-b of the very movement he is so accurately describing •.. :
There is nothing wrong in this. Ideas have always played an important
role in human history and to suggest otherwise is to reduce human beings ··to less than their full stature.
· ·
.
. . .,
'•

•

This would pe r-haps then best be epi tornised in H. S.' s use ·or expressions
like 'it is important to emphasise', •.. 'it is futile to criticise' ..•
Important? Important to whom? To an abstract historical process? . Or to:· ·
real indiv.iduaïs' in a real movemerrt , whom he is seeking to c onvd.nce s
But, if ·he is ,se~king to convince people •.• ·
·
.: ,: .,.
· '. ·: ..
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In spite of the contradictions inherent in thi~ seco~d interpretation of sections 9 and 19 we wonder whether it isn't in faét_quite
close to H.S.1s views. we· say this because this pa;rticular interpretation would · seem to follow qui te logically from H.S. '·s. uncri tical
exaltation of autonomy as s-u:ch. Here again his text is unclea;r. The
absence of-any critique of {he ~
autonomous struggles may be takr
to imply that autonomy per se is the one and only criterion for revolu-·
tionary politics. It is true that the examples given of New Movement
aètiv.ities· (section 8) all ·have a socialist content. But there are
othè·r. -problems. What is part of the New Movement, and what is not? How
are wè .. to judge whethera struggle reflect~, or not, (section 6J'a
tendenèy. to déstroy all hierarchie s'?
·

,

o~

A.~tonomy,. although extremely important; is not enough. There can
be autonomous reactionary dïssent as well as autonomous revolutionary
dissent. Solidarity has never g~ven a blànket endorsement to people
"doâ.ng what they wanted, by themselves and for themselves'. Righ tly O:t'
wrongly (and we think rightly) we sought to apply certain yardstick~ ··
our political judgments of what people were doing. We saw a connectio11
between means and ends. We had a.certain vision of the kind ot society
';Ne wanted (a non-alienated, non-hierarchical society, i~ which wage
·
labour has been abolished) and that·vision deeply influenced the criter~.a
we applied to what we saw happening around us. Without illusions as to
the effect it would have we·gave what support we could (in terms of
propaganda for.their ideas and creations) to the seif-managed upsurges
of Hungary 1956 and of Paris .1968. We did this because we saw in them
the harbingers of meaningful revolution, in the bll!'eaucratic capitalist
societies of. East and West alike. But in 1975 we condemned the reactionary assumptions underlying the self-activity of the Ulster Workers'
Council. And we repeatedly warned ·against the limitations (and· stress.ad
the recuperabili ty) of localised forms of self~managezœ n.t. ·wj, thin capi_. · ·
talism.
·
'
·
·.:
We have never felt if w~s .enough for an act;i..vity.to be autonomous
for i t ta.:.wa.:Piant our uncri tica.l endorsement. We are. no t 'autonomy
fetishist'i:;~. _-·_we are opposed to racialist strikés, however autonomous.
When .part-time· h-ospital consultants seek to wreck the National Health
Service in· order to enhance their privileges, or wheri .1 doing one I s own , .
thing' consista of signing up for Ango·~a., we feel entitled, collectively,
to make ·po;Litic.al. comments. The same applies· in many other areas.
Terr.orist. aè.tivi ties,. !_or .. instance, however strongly direc~~d .against ,· ..
established'·societi "they m.~.y .be rar-a , in our opinion, de e p.Ly coun:ter··
productive.· .T~ese are political judgments, which are the legitimate
concern of a. po_litical o·rganisation.
· ·
. ·. . This isn' t ni t-picking. At stake in discussions of this kind are
some very fundamental questions. Is socialism 'man's positive selfconsciousness'? If the phrase means anything at all, it surely means
that people have achieved some understanding of their environment and -·r
themselves - and know what they want. Is socialism something which wi::.

.
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have to ·be consciously fought for and collectively created?. Qr is th.ere
some God in the revolutionary Pan the on who, ~n '.ffis'- wisdom, lhas. ali1Ôca ted
a revolû.tionar,y c ont.enc and a ~ocialist, d:estination to all. 'struggles'
and 1conflièts,. within ·existing society?
Will mankind evolve into socialism through coherent, creative
action or through .a -series of defensive reflexes directed agains(the
oppression of exj,.sting society? Are Lenin's preconditions for revolutï:on,
namely that the rulers no longer have ·the confidence to rule and the
ruled are no longer prepared to put up with the old sy~t~m, r.eally sufficient? _(We are_pbviously·not implyi·ng. that·there.is· anything leninist
in the vie~s expressed in. the. New Movemènt. ) Or should one. add a th:j..rd
precondition, namely that those who no longer accept the existing soèiety
~hould· have ·at least .some notion in their minds concerning what they wou Ld
like to replace it by? In our opinion the 'classical' precçmditions-.may
produce the collapse of-the old society. They wi.11 not - and have hot~
ensured that it will be replaced by a non-hierarchical, non-authoritarian
classless society. In fact, left to themselves, the classical 'precondit;ions' will almost inevi tably guarantee that one form· of c Lae s society ·
is mere·ly followed by another. But if one accepts this proposition,.
certain~things follow. Judgments will be called for. Choices will have
to be mà:de. Revolutionaries are not mere surf-riders on the tides of
history.
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